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     CHICAGO SEO COMPANY
 Grow Your Business and Get More Sales with Chicago SEO Services
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  Contact Chicago SEO Experts
     
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  Industry *
Legal
Construction & Home Improvement
Ecommerce
Small Businesses
Healthcare
Manufacturing
Senior Living Facilities
Real Estate
B2B Services & SAAS
Other


 
  What can we help you with?
Need more visitors, leads and/or sales
Need to redesign current website
Need to design and build a new website/app
Need to create branding
Seeking Partnership or Employment
Other


 
  Schedule a 30-minute call now
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  Chicago SEO Company
 Boost your ROI with Proven SEO Solutions From a Leading SEO Agency in Chicago, IL
  Comrade Digital Marketing Agency in Chicago offers comprehensive marketing solutions to enhance online presence and drive business growth. With expertise in marketing and search engine optimization, our award-winning team helps clients create effective marketing funnels to attract qualified leads.
 Nestled along the picturesque shores of Lake Michigan, Chicago, Illinois exudes vibrancy and prosperity. A bustling modern metropolis, the city showcases a diversified and robust economy encompassing finance, manufacturing, technology, healthcare, and hospitality sectors. 
 Chicago proudly hosts numerous Fortune 500 companies, establishing it as a coveted hub for business and commerce. Its prime central location and exceptional transportation infrastructure ensure seamless access to both domestic and international markets, amplifying its appeal as a thriving business destination. Chicago embraces entrepreneurship and innovation, fostering a supportive ecosystem with abundant resources for startups and small businesses. 
 Boasting a highly skilled workforce, renowned educational institutions, and a dynamic entrepreneurial culture, the city creates an ideal environment for business growth. Furthermore, Chicago’s strategic positioning, diverse talent pool, and vibrant cultural scene make it an irresistible magnet for professionals and companies seeking abundant opportunities. 
 With its flourishing economy, favorable business climate, and unwavering potential, Chicago remains a premier choice for enterprises seeking to establish or expand their footprint within the United States.
 Comrade has worked with diverse businesses, including B2B, B2C, eCommerce, home services, and law firms. While we can’t predict market fluctuations, our track record assures business expansion through our services.
 We’re a full-service SEO agency, proudly helping businesses in Chicago and surrounding areas:
 	Schaumburg
	Aurora
	Evanston
	Naperville
	and others

 
 
 We Can Increase Your Leads and Sales 
 
 
     OUR PROMISE
 Providing SEO services to Chicago businesses and eCommerce stores since 2008
      [image: Top rated seo agency in chicago]
  
 
 
 
  Average results generated for our clients
  	2.5x
	INCREASE IN SEO TRAFFIC

 	120%
	INCREASE IN PPC REVENUE

 	70%
	SALES QUALIFIED LEADS INCREASE

 	35%
	CONVERSION RATE INCREASE 

 
     We were extremely pleased with the final product. The website is stunning and perfectly suits our needs.
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 Caroline Randazzo / 3Red Partners
 
 
  We started to work with Comrade Digital Marketing Agency in 2015. In 6 months from being nowhere on Google, we achieved Top local SEO results for the best keywords in my industry. Our website conversion rate improved from 1.06% to 2.26%.
 Now, after 12 months, we increased the total amount of leads from the website by 40% with organic SEO and we haven’t been using adWords for a long time.
 I highly recommend this company! They provided excellent customer service and did what they said they would.
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 Pavel Batashev / President / Granite Selection
 
 
  My experience includes working with many web and SEO companies in Chicago doing business with some of my smallest and largest clients. Comrade has worked for Yahoo Auto and Tetra-Pak (both billion dollar companies). And I highly recommend them! The pricing is also very affordable for the high-quality work they do.
 
  Michael Quintos / Marketing Director
 
 
 
 
 
  See more reviews   
 
 
   Chicago SEO Services
 Chicago SEO Company Solutions Focused on Business Growth
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 Local SEO Services
 Our local SEO strategy target the Chicago market, optimizing your online presence for local search results. We optimize your Google My Business listing, create location-specific content, manage online reviews, and implement other tactics to enhance your visibility among Chicago customers and drive more foot traffic to your business through local searches.
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 SEO Audit
 Our comprehensive SEO audit evaluates your Chicago website’s performance, identifying strengths and weaknesses. We analyze factors like site structure, on-page optimization, and backlink profile to provide actionable recommendations for improving your search visibility and driving more organic traffic in the competitive Chicago market.
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 On-Page SEO
 Our on-page SEO services optimize your website’s elements, including meta tags, headings, and content, to improve its visibility in Chicago search results. By aligning your on-page elements with relevant keywords and user intent, we help you rank higher and attract targeted traffic from the Chicago area.
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 Link Building and Outreach
 Here at Comrade SEO Company, we’re all about boosting your website’s street cred. Our Link Building and Outreach service in Chicago is like getting your business featured in all the right places. We’ll help you earn those high-quality backlinks, making your website a star in the eyes of search engines and potential customers.
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 Mobile SEO Optimization
 In the windy city, we know that people are always on the move. That’s why our Mobile SEO Optimization service at Comrade SEO Company ensures your website looks and feels amazing on smartphones and tablets. It’s all about providing a top-notch experience for mobile users, so you never miss out on potential customers.
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 Conversion Rate Optimization
 At Comrade SEO Company in Chicago, our goal is to turn those curious visitors into die-hard fans. With Conversion Rate Optimization, we fine-tune your website to make it more appealing, more user-friendly, and more likely to inspire action. It’s all about maximizing your website’s potential and giving you a bang for your buck.
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 Comprehensive Content Marketing
 Our Chicago-focused content marketing strategies help your business establish authority and engage with the local audience. Through compelling and optimized content creation, distribution, and promotion, we boost your brand’s visibility, drive traffic, and nurture meaningful connections with the Chicago community.
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 Keyword Research & Optimization
 Our expert team conducts thorough keyword research to identify the most relevant and high-performing keywords for your Chicago-based business. By optimizing your content with these targeted keywords, we ensure that your website ranks higher in Chicago search results and attracts quality traffic from your local audience.
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 Technical SEO Services
 Our Chicago-based technical SEO services ensure that your website is optimized for search engine crawlers and user experience. We focus on improving site speed, mobile responsiveness, structured data implementation, and other technical aspects to enhance your website’s performance and visibility in the Chicago market.
 
 
  Talk to Chicago SEO Experts
 Not sure which SEO service you need? No worries, based on our research, we will propose a SEO strategy to achieve your goals!
 CONTACT SEO EXPERTS 
 
 
     Our SEO Process
 How We Achieve SEO Results for Chicago Businesses
 
   Step 1
 SEO Audit
 Our Chicago SEO agency offers a comprehensive SEO audit to uncover any underlying issues impacting your company’s organic search performance. This crucial step helps us determine the most effective marketing strategy tailored to your business needs.
 
 
  Step 2
 12-month SEO Strategy
 Following the SEO audit, our team in Chicago conducts a thorough competitive analysis and develops a detailed roadmap aligned with your business objectives. We establish timelines, allocate resources, perform keyword research, create content calendars, and devise a monthly SEO plan to maximize results.
 
 
  Step 3
 Execute Ongoing SEO
 Our hands-on Chicago team takes action to drive the desired outcomes. We optimize your website, create engaging content, perform technical cleanups, build quality links, and leverage email and social media marketing. The scope of activities is tailored to your unique marketing requirements and key performance indicators (KPIs).
 
 
  Step 4
 Measure, Report, Adjust
 To gauge the effectiveness of our marketing efforts and refine strategies, we provide monthly reports. Our team tracks essential KPIs, including organic web traffic, lead generation, and cost per lead, enabling data-driven decisions for future marketing campaigns.
 
 
 
 
   Our Work
 Our Chicago SEO Clients Results
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   375%
 Increase in qualified leads 
  9X
 INCREASE IN TARGETED TRAFFIC FROM SEO 
  11X
 Increase in site visitors 
 
   Healthcare 
 Kraff Eye Institute 
  
    [image: Blackhawk Supply]
   800%
 increase in revenue 
  21X
 increase in targeted traffic from SEO 
 
   Ecommerce 
 Blackhawk Supply 
  
    [image: The International Kitchen]
   62%
 increase in orders YOY 
  118%
 increase in SEO traffic 
 
   Ecommerce 
 The International Kitchen 
  
    [image: Euro Maids]
   380%
 INCREASE IN SALES INQUIRIES 
  630%
 INCREASE IN TARGETED TRAFFIC FROM SEO 
 
   Home Improvements 
 Euro Maids 
  
    [image: Blue Crates]
   62%
 INCREASE IN ORGANIC TRAFFIC 
  150%
 INCREASE IN REGISTERED USERS 
  124%
 INCREASE IN REVENUE 
 
   Ecommerce + Corporate 
 Blue Crates 
  
    [image: Hot Ground Gym]
   496%
 Increase in Organic Traffic 
  88%
 INCREASE IN BOOKING 
 
    
 Hot Ground Gym 
  
 
 
 
 
   Chicago SEO Packages
 Comrade can offer packaged SEO services, tailored for specisifc Chicago buisnesses
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  Steady Growth 
 
  	Basic package
	100 key phrases optimized
	Up to 20 website pages optimized
	Standard SEO strategy
	Up to 10 local NAPs listings
	Standard KPIs reports and review

  
  
 $2,500 / mo
 Tailored to your service area in Chicago, we offer a compact yet effective content and link-building package, designed to draw in a stream of organic traffic. Watch as your business flourishes within the Chicago community with our targeted approach.
  
 
Let’s Get Started 
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  Faster Growth 
 
  	Steady Growth Pack Guaranteed
	150 key phrases optimized
	Up to 20 website pages optimized
	Detailed SEO strategy
	Up to 20 local NAPs listings
	Detailed KPIs reporting (monthly)
	2 hours of UX & website work (monthly)
	Lead qualification

 $4,000 / mo
 For small and medium-sized businesses in Chicago hungry for SEO results, we present our package, that covers both local and national service areas in the Chicago metropolitan region. Complementing this are generous content and link-building packages, reinforcing our SEO efforts.
 
Let’s Get Started 
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  Full Speed Growth 
 
  	Faster Growth Pack Guaranteed
	200 key phrases optimized
	Up to 40 website pages optimized
	Full-Scale SEO strategy
	Up to 30 local NAPs listings
	Detailed KPIs reporting (monthly)
	4 hours of UX & website work (monthly)
	Thorough lead qualification

 $6,500+ / mo
 In the Chicago market we go the extra mile by optimizing even more pages and keywords, ensuring you dominate in competitive markets within the Windy City. Paired with our extensive content and link-building packages, we’ll catapult your Chicago-based business to the pinnacle of success.
 
Let’s Get Started 
 
 
 
     Get Solution Tailored for Your Chicago Business
 At Comrade, we’re committed to empowering businesses across Chicago by driving leads and boosting revenue. Regardless of your industry or niche, our team excels at tailoring solutions to meet your unique needs, ensuring your business reaches its goals. If you haven’t discovered an ideal solution that suits your Chicago-based enterprise, reach out to us, and let’s explore how our SEO expertise can be the catalyst for your success!
 Get Custom Solution
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    BEST CHICAGO SEO COMPANY
 Why Businesses in Chicago Choose Comrade
  Clients love hiring Comrade because we deliver cost-effective results. We offer the best Chicago SEO services and guarantee growth. Our SEO firm has the experience to know what works, the courage to try new things, and the determination to get your business where it needs to be. While we believe in the data, it’s our passion for SEO that makes the world of difference.
 Our in-house staff of strategists, data scientists, content creators, website developers, and designers, as well as account managers, work together to boost your sales and leads. We like to partner with our clients and consider ourselves to be a marketing extension of their companies, providing the marketing resources they need to take their businesses to the next level.
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    Recognition
 Trusted Chicago SEO Agency
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  Want to learn more?
 Get to know us 
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     It's like having your own digital marketing branch, without the headaches (and costs) of hiring in-house
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  We never take on a new client unless we can document how we can succeed in growing their business in a meaningful way. We work with every client as if we are a business partner, truly invested in their success. Because, well, we are. When you work with Comrade you get a team of professionals in the field, all dedicated to your business.
 Working with us you will get:
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 Dedicated teams
 Your team will consist of niche experts, an account manager, and a veteran CMO.
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 ROI-driven approach
 Get a holistic marketing approach, that focuses on driving revenue growth.
 
 
 
     Comrade Named 2022 National Excellence Award Winner in Chicago by UpCity
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UpCity is a digital marketplace that helps businesses find different types of reliable and trustworthy service providers. Winning UpCity’s National Excellence Award is a huge honor for any marketing agency in the business. If an agency has received this award, you can be sure they have a stellar reputation and are trusted by other industry professionals.
 Comrade has a 5.0-star rating on UpСity. Take a look at the reviews.
 Comrade named 2022 Best SEO Agency in Chicago by Expertise.com
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Expertise is a leading B2B marketing research and review aggregate company. They named Сomrade one of the Best Chicago Digital Marketing Agencies in 2022 in the following categories:
 	Digital Marketing Agency
	SEO Agency
	PPC Agency
	Web Design Agency
	Web Development Agency

 Agencies receiving this award are chosen based on a few factors, including average review scores, client feedback, market impact, and consistency.
 Read More
 Support Your Local Businesses: Top 10 Other SEO Agencies in Chicago
 Achieving success in SEO marketing requires a personalized approach, and Comrade is well aware of this fact. We understand that building trust with your marketing partner is crucial for the best results, and no single agency can cater to all your needs alone. As a full-service SEO firm, Comrade has the expertise and experience to deliver outstanding outcomes. However, if you’re looking for other options, we have put together a list of 10 Chicago-based SEO agencies that may be able to assist you.
 1. Rise Interactive
 	Address: 1 S Wacker Dr #3, Chicago, IL 60606
	Phone: +1 312-281-9933

 Rise Interactive is a full-service SEO agency with expertise in digital media, customer experience, and advanced analytics. Their data-driven approach to SEO helps clients achieve their online goals by delivering personalized customer experiences, driving measurable business results, and increasing ROI.
 2. Centerpoint Advertising & Design
 	Address: 3310 N Elston Ave, Chicago, IL 60618
	Phone: +1 773-478-7756

 Centerpoint Advertising & Design is a full-service creative agency that specializes in branding, web design, and SEO marketing. Their team of experts provides targeted marketing strategies and visually captivating designs that help businesses attract customers and increase brand awareness.
 3. Solid Digital
 	Address: 100 N La Salle St #1400, Chicago, IL 60602
	Phone: +1 877-899-9981

 Solid Digital is a full-service digital agency specializing in website design, development, and marketing that helps businesses build custom digital experiences that drive audience engagement and boost conversion rates.
 4. 97 Switch
 	Address: 1 E Wacker Dr #2550, Chicago, IL 60601
	Phone: +1 312-212-0968

 97 Switch is a full-service marketing agency that provides customized and results-driven SEO solutions to help businesses improve their online presence, drive website traffic, and increase revenue.
 5. 1o8
 	Address: 231 S Lasalle St, Ste 2100, Chicago, IL 60604
	Phone: 312-324-4970

 1o8 is a SEO agency that specializes in on-age and off-page SEO, and PPC advertising. Their targeted digital strategies and careful attention to ROI help clients improve their online ranking and drive more traffic to their website, thereby increasing revenue for the business.
 6. Digital Silk
 	Address: 625 W Adams St, Chicago, IL 60661
	Phone: (800) 206-9413

 Digital Silk is a creative agency that specializes in web design and development, SEO, and branding. Their focus on user experience and digital design enables businesses to create impactful and engaging digital experiences that drive brand growth and customer loyalty.
 7. Operation Technology
 	Address: 211 W Wacker Dr, Chicago, IL 60606
	Phone: 773-789-8636

 Operation Technology is a SEO agency that provides web development, SEO, and digital marketing solutions that help businesses position themselves as industry leaders and reach their full online potential.
 8. Five Jars
 Five Jars is a marketing agency that helps startups and SMBs grow faster through customized marketing strategies and data-driven solutions. They specialize in online growth through SEO, PPC, and conversion optimization.
 9. Pixelette Technologies
 	Address: 2335. W. Devon, Ave, IL 6065, Chicago, USA
	Phone: +1 773-270-9034

 Pixelette is a digital agency that focuses on providing custom solutions for businesses through web development, marketing, and design. Their team of experts creates unique and visually stunning digital experiences that help businesses stand out and reach their online goals.
 10. Gate 39 Media
 	Address: 29 E Madison St # 806, Chicago, IL 60602
	Phone: +1 312-715-1475

 Gate 39 Media is a marketing agency that specializes in the financial and agricultural industries. They provide comprehensive marketing strategies and custom digital experiences to help businesses grow their customer base and increase brand visibility. Their deep industry knowledge and expertise enable clients to stay ahead of the competition in a highly competitive market.
 
 
 
     Comrade Can Help You Get More Clients and Sales in No Time
 
  Our SEO experts will analyze your website’s SEO and send a report with found issues, opportunities and tips.
 Schedule a Call
 
 
   Other Chicago Marketing Services
 Comrade can offer Chicago businesses way more opportunuties to grow their revenue and get new clients beyond SEO
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  Chicago Digital Marketing Services 
 
  In the digital jungle of Chicago’s business landscape, Comrade is your trusted guide. Our Digital Marketing service is a comprehensive strategy that includes SEO, social media, content, and more. We create engaging campaigns tailored to your business goals, attracting and converting customers, and ultimately growing your online presence.
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  Chicago PPC Advertising 
 
  Comrade takes the guesswork out of your Pay-Per-Click (PPC) campaigns in Chicago. Our PPC Management service fine-tunes your advertising efforts, ensuring you get the best return on investment. We carefully craft and optimize your ads to target the right audience, driving quality traffic and increasing conversions, all while keeping a close eye on your budget.
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  Chicago Web Design Services 
 
  Your website is your digital storefront in Chicago, and Comrade knows how to make it shine. Our Web Design service combines creativity and functionality to craft a website that’s both visually stunning and user-friendly. We pay close attention to every detail, ensuring your site not only looks great but also performs seamlessly, providing an exceptional user experience.
 
 
 
 
      
  Comrade SEO Services — Chicago, IL
 Comrade Digital Marketing helps businesses in Chicago, Illionois, grow through advanced web design, marketing and SEO solutions. We offer professional SEO services in Chicago and surrounding areas:
 	Joliet
	Elgin
	Waukegan
	Cicero
	Evanston
	Bolingbrook
	and many others

 2300 W Augusta Blvd, Chicago, IL 60622, USA
 (312) 265-0580
 
 
      We usually deliver a 4.5x ROI for our clients
 Request a Quote
 	Increase brand awareness & loyalty
	Increase your qualified leads
	Elevate your conversion rate
	Foster a repeat customer base
	Decrease cost per lead
	Increase return on marketing investment

 Ready to speak with our Chicago SEO team?
  (312) 265-0580
 
 
        
 
    
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  What can we help you with?
Need more visitors, leads and/or sales
Need to redesign current website
Need to design and build a new website/app
Need to create branding
Seeking Partnership or Employment
Other


 
  
 
  Submit Your Request
 
 
 
 
 
 
   FAQ
 Here's What Our Chicago Clients Want to Know
    What SEO services does your Chicago agency offer?
   At Comrade, we provide a wide range of SEO services tailored to your specific needs. Our Chicago SEO agency specializes in on-page and off-page optimization, local SEO, content marketing, and more, ensuring your online presence shines in the Windy City. 
 
 
  How will your Chicago SEO company improve my website's rankings?
   Comrade SEO Chicago uses proven strategies like keyword optimization, backlink building, and technical SEO to boost your rankings. We also provide regular reports to track progress, ensuring your website steadily climbs search engine results pages. 
 
 
  What sets your SEO agency in Chicago apart from the competition?
   Comrade SEO stands out with a dedicated team of experts, a results-driven approach, and a deep understanding of the Chicago market. Our agency's focus on creativity, data analysis, and transparent communication ensures your success in the competitive Chicago business landscape. 
 
 
 
  Can your Chicago SEO company help with local search optimization?
   Absolutely! Comrade SEO specializes in local SEO to help your business in Chicago reach nearby customers. We optimize your online presence, manage local listings, and generate positive reviews to enhance your visibility in the local market. 
 
 
  What is the timeline for seeing results with your SEO services in Chicago?
   While SEO results vary, Comrade SEO agency in Chicago strives for visible improvements within a few months. We focus on sustainable, long-term growth to ensure your business enjoys ongoing success in the competitive online landscape. 
 
 
  How do you determine the right SEO strategy for my Chicago business?
   At Comrade, we begin with a comprehensive analysis of your business, industry, and competitors. We work closely with you to understand your goals, and then we tailor a unique SEO strategy for your Chicago company that aligns with your objectives and ensures optimal results. 
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  Let's Grow Your Potential Leads?
 
   Request a Quote (312) 265 0580 
 
 
   Digital Marketing
 	 PPC Management 
	 Content Marketing 
	 Marketing Packages 
	 Email Marketing 
	 Social Media Marketing 
	 Marketing Strategy 
	 SEM 
	 CRO 

 
  SEO
 	 Local SEO 
	 SEO Audit 
	 SEO Packages 
	 SEO Consulting 
	 Ecommerce SEO 
	 Franchise SEO 

 
  Web Development
 	 Web Design 
	 Web Design Packages 
	 Wordpress Websites 
	 Ecommerce Websites 
	 Woocommerce Development 
	 Magento Development 
	 Shopify Development 

 
  Who We Serve
 	 Law Firms 
	 Ecommerce 
	 Healthcare 
	 Home Improvements & Construction 
	 Manufacturing 
	 Small Businesses 

 
  Our Locations
 	Norfolk SEO Company
	Newport Beach SEO Company
	Salt Lake City SEO Company
	Lake Mary SEO Company
	Toledo SEO Company
	Sioux Falls SEO Company
	Iowa City SEO Company
	Fort Worth SEO Company
	Bellevue SEO Company

 
  	 About Us 
	 Portfolio 
	 Blog 
	 Contact Us 

 Comrade Digital Marketing Agency is a Chicago-based company with over a decade serving clients nationwide and providing them with unmatched digital marketing and web design and development solutions that will help them surpass any competition. 
  © 2024 Comrade Digital Marketing Agency 	Privacy Policy
	Terms of Use
	Sitemap
	


 
   
 
   Headquarters
 770 N Halsted Street, Suite 106 Chicago, IL 60642
 MON-FR: 9AM-5PM
 
 info@comradeweb.com
     
 
 
 
   
  
    Contact Comrade Web.
 Do you want a marketing plan that fits your individual needs? Let us craft a strategy that drives results to your company based on your objectives.
 Please fill out the form to the right, and we will contact you within one business day for a free initial consultation.
 
 [contact-form-7 id="144"] 
 
 
 
   Thank You For Your Interest!
 One of our specialist will be in contact with you shortly.
 Before you go, we would love to get additional information to help us better understand how we can serve you best. Please fill out this four question survey.
 take a survey
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 Digital Marketing Performance Audit
 Unlock a full potential of your website. See which gaps in your marketing don’t allow your organization to scale. Get a complimentary, no obligation marketing performance review.
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